This article discusses how Armenians have collected, displayed and exchanged the bones of their murdered ancestors in formal and informal ceremonies of remembrance in Dayr al-Zur, Syria -the nal destination for hundreds of thousands of Armenians during the deportations of 1915. These pilgrimages -replete with overlapping secular and nationalist motifs -are a modern variant of historical pilgrimage practices; yet these bones are more than relics. Bone rituals, displays and vernacular memorials are enacted in spaces of memory that lie outside of o cial state memorials, making unmarked sites of atrocity more legible. Vernacular memorial practices are of particular interest as we consider new archives for the history of the Armenian Genocide. The rehabilitation of this historical site into public consciousness is particularly urgent, since the Armenian Genocide Memorial Museum and Martyr's Church at the centre of the pilgrimage site were both destroyed by ISIS (Islamic State in Syria) in 2014.
This article tells the story of displaced bones -the remains of Armenian Genocide victims that are enmeshed in memorial rituals and pilgrimages within the necrogeography of Dayr al-Zur, Syria. In what follows I illustrate and analyse the ways in which Armenians have collected, displayed and exchanged the bones of their murdered ancestors, in formal and informal ceremonies of remembrance. Replete with overlapping secular and nationalist motifs, these pilgrimages are a modern variant of historical pilgrimage practices; yet these bones are more than relics. Bone rituals and displays are enacted in spaces of memory that lie outside of o cial state memorials, making unmarked sites of atrocity more legible. Vernacular memorial practices are of particular interest as we consider new archives for the study of the Armenian Genocide. Through an interdisciplinary reading of memoirs, poems and oral interviews this article is a preliminary attempt to document the experience of Armenian pilgrimage within the deathscape of the Euphrates and Khabur river basins that converge on the city of Dayr al-Zur, a place that until recently was held by the Islamic militant group ISIS. The article seeks to rehabilitate the memory of a historical site into public consciousness, since the Armenian Genocide Memorial Museum and Martyrs' Church at the centre of the pilgrimage were both destroyed by an explosion in 2014. The multiple layers of bone and trauma contained within the geography of Dayr al-Zur pose a challenge to this reconstruction, but also o er an opportunity to consider the shared trauma among both Armenians and local Dayri Arabs in this troubled border zone over the last hundred years.
The a ective quality of the bones instigates a shi in perspective from human to material agency, prompting us to consider how bones cause us to act, rather than what we do with bones. 2 Bones move us to tears and make us feel things that we wouldn't feel without contact with them. Joost Fontein has found, in the case of tortured and murdered bodies in Zimbabwe, that the process of unearthing and reburial of remains has given families the opportunity to narrativise the past in honour of the dead and make demands on the living. 3 Scholars within the materialist turn have urged us to contest the clear boundary between body and object. They have argued that the body should not be viewed as a perfectly contained vessel, and instead consider the complex exchanges between bodies, objects and environment. Thinking with these theorists, what do bones do to those who make pilgrimages (including the local Arab residents who live among them) in Dayr al-Zur? How do Armenians describe the compulsion to collect, display and keep the bones of their murdered ancestors? How are these forms of collecting, exchange and display ethically understood by those who engage in these practices?
If these bones could speak: the affective deathscape of Dayr al-Zur 'If these stones, elds, and desert sands could speak, what stories would they tell?' 4 Two decades ago, I searched for recollections of Armenian journeys to the Syrian desert described in Hamasdegh's poem. In Aleppo, I located an out-of-print book by a local Armenian doctor, Robert Jebejian, who had systematically documented his own scienti c reconstruction of the Armenian deportation route from Aleppo to Dayr al-Zur and Ra's al-' Ayn. 5 Jebejian recorded the major deportation While Krikorian took his photographs decades a er the Genocide, he followed a tradition of displaying Armenian remains in various states of decomposition in World War I photography. The production and dissemination of such images were primarily evidentiary, aimed at con rming the facts of genocide through the 'objective' lens of the camera. 7 Among these early photographs is Harutyun Hovakimyan's expedition to Dayr al-Zur in 1938. As he holds the skull of an Armenian Genocide victim in his hand, his colleague gestures to it with his le hand while holding bones in the right (Figure 1 ). The image not only emphasises the sheer volume of bones discovered in eastern Syria a er the war but compels the viewer to witness the war crime along with the excavation team. Yet, photography has conversely been used in the service of Turkish state denialism in which Armenian mass graves are Turki ed. Necropolitical power is projected across the border into Syria to counteract public memory and remembrance practices of Armenian deaths in these spaces. 8 Such denial renders the bones (not to mention Armenian lives) subject to disposal, as the state a rms Turkish biopower over each newly discovered mass grave. The Turkish ambassador to the United States, NabiŞensoy, quipped, 'Bones you can nd anywhere in Turkey. There have been a lot of tragedies in those lands. ' 9 Hence, even Much of the human remains in the deserts of Dayr al-Zur continue to be picked through, dug up, collected and kept by people seeking to symbolically unearth the truth of 1915 that lies beneath the sand. By digging up bones with Armenian pilgrims, Arab residents perform what I will term empathic excavations, which symbolically recognise the atrocities committed whilst simultaneously reinforcing collective memory of the history embedded in the very topology of the landscape. While the bone collectors are sometimes Arabs, the bone keepers are almost always Armenian. Scenes of Armenians collecting bones frequently appear in historical photographs and lms about the sites, such that unearthing bones in and around Dayr al-Zur has been a consistent and even clichéd aspect of the iconography of Armenian memory practices for some time. Armenian pilgrimages over the last hundred years are only occasionally preserved in writing.
Peter Balakian preserved his account in an essay titled 'Bones' , published in the New York Times Magazine in 2008. 10 In the essay, the Pulitzer Prize-winning poet and Armenian Genocide scholar o ered a rst-person account of his travels to Dayr al-Zur and Margada. Balakian's career has been spent documenting the history of the Armenian Genocide and Dayr al-Zur in documentaries, news reports, non-ction writing and poetry. 11 In the light of all that has happened in Syria since 2011, his writings are now more than non-ction essay writing; they are important historical documentation of Armenian pilgrimage rituals in eastern Syria, rituals interrupted by the current war. Just two years before the civil war broke out in 2011, Balakian visited all three pilgrimage sites in Dayr al-Zur, Margada and Shaddadi for the lming of a 60 Minutes segment on the Armenian Genocide. 12 The voiceover remarks: 'Dayr al-Zur is to Armenians what Auschwitz is to the Jews. ' While it may hold similar necrogeographic signi cance, in many ways Dayr al-Zur is not Auschwitz. There is a public memory of the Holocaust, and Auschwitz is now a formal memorial, maintained by the state of Poland as a national museum since 1947. As for Dayr al-Zur, only Armenians and local Arabs visit these sites, and most of the actual sites of mass atrocity have been le to the elements to decay. The only formal memorial was created by the Armenian Apostolic Church of Syria under the jurisdiction of the Armenian Catholicosate in Antelias, Lebanon, not by the government of Syria, nor by the government of Armenia. The absence of care outside of the church memorial set Dayr al-Zur apart from other memorials; a ectively, the empty, neglected landscape urged the witness to ll the space with memory.
Before there was an Auschwitz, Peter Balakian's great uncle, priest Grigoris Balakian, described Dayr al-Zur as 'the center of the desert and the largest cemetery of the exiled Armenians' . 13 If we are to think of Dayr al-Zur as the largest cemetery of Armenian Genocide victims, how should we understand the relationship between the structure of the site and the events, past and present, that have shaped it? How have history and recent events in the region structured the geography and 14 For three years a er World War I, the boundaries of modern Armenia were joined with historic Armenian homelands located in the Ottoman eastern provinces. However, parts of the Armenian republic, along with other lands occupied by the Allied powers and Greece, fell to the forces of Mustafa Atatürk and by 1923 the modern Turkish republic was formed with the political boundaries that we recognise today. Yet, both states -Turkey and Syria -have unstable borders that threaten to betray the state as diverse groups of people hold mixed allegiances. Arabs, Turks, Armenians and Kurds share some cross-border experiences and a nities -hinting to the limits of the modern state's capacity to contain national identity.
Armenians have been ensnared by the ambivalence of the Syrian state, which at times instrumentalised the Armenian Genocide to put pressure on Turkey during escalations of tension in the late 1990s, only later to suppress expression when relations warmed between the two nations -a phenomenon that has garnered little to no scholarly attention. While Hafez al-Asad nearly went to war with Turkey over water shortages caused by the construction of dams, Bashar al-Asad's economic opening warmed relations with Turkish businesses, prompting suppression of discussion about the Armenian Genocide within Syria. 15 A er 2005, new books about the Armenian Genocide were removed from the shelves, processions were ordered to be more muted, drumming and chants were stopped and outrage was to be replaced with quiet, solemn grief and politely contained within church walls so as to not o end Syria's neighbour to the north. 16 The cli s surrounding the Euphrates and Khabur basins were natural deportation routes during the genocide, the landscape itself was weaponised. Dayr al-Zur is a deathscape, a place associated with death and imbued with meaning by people who carry with them the memory of catastrophic loss, and remember it through ritual. 17 Grigoris vardapet describes the desert as a liminal space where the norms of humanity no longer applied as Armenian deportees were tortured, raided, abducted and enslaved by a combination of tribal groups, gendarmes and Ottoman irregular forces. Grigoris vardapet describes how an unnatural environment was manufactured by the killings as witnesses encountered bodies and body parts in various states of decomposition: 'We saw caravans of women, completely naked because the Yeneze bandits who greeted the caravans had taken even their undergarments. We came across corpses as naked as the day they were born and with eyes gouged out; all their limbs had been cut o for sport and their bodies were swollen; their The necrogeography of the Armenian Genocide
entrails were spilled out; during the daytime, the vultures would descend on these corpses and feast, while it was the wild animals' turn at night. ' 18 In 1916, a year a er the initial killings of Armenian deportees, reports of typhus epidemics within the eastern provinces of the Ottoman empire produced a macabre paradox. Armenian bodies had been haphazardly ung from bridges and cli s into ravines, valleys and rivers, where they decomposed, inviting disease back into the communities that had murdered them. Waterways choked with corpses contaminated the water and made it undrinkable. With the outbreak of cholera, the landscape itself was becoming a vector for disease that threatened non-targeted populations. Raymond Kévorkian has shown that the cycle of contagion prompted a shi in Ottoman policy. The land was to be cleared of all remnants of Armenians, who were to be killed outside major towns and buried in mass graves in order to protect Muslim populations threatened with disease.
Armenian corpses, now regenerated by contagion, prompted the authorities to advise new methods of disposal -burial and burning -to protect the Muslim population from the threat of contagion. 19 Grigoris vardapet laments that the burials he witnessed were not ritualistic but were instead performed by Muslim labourers who were brought out to cleanse the land of Armenian bodies. The priest's memoirs describe how multiple pits, trenches and natural caves were used to dispose of bodies and control the contagion. The landscape was scarred by mounds that marked the sites where mass burials had been performed months before:
The land stretching before us from Islahiye seemed like a battle eld for the plain was covered with innumerable large and small mounds of earth. These were the graves of Armenians who had been buried y or a hundred at a time, and though winter had passed, the mounds of earth had kept their convex shape -and alas, some were veritable hills …When we were seized with the thought that these were human hills, lled with Armenians …our despair and demoralization reached such a level that we contemplated suicide. 20 Re ecting on the history and memory contained within the landscape of Dayr al-Zur only highlights how the bone remnants serve as vernacular markers to remind pilgrims of what the landscape looked like during the genocide. In this sense, pilgrims are witnessing the present landscape while imagining that of the past described to them by survivors. We will turn now to the sites of pilgrimage, where what I call bone memory is created within a landscape through empathic gestures by local Arabs, mourning rituals and the collection of material bone fragments by pilgrims and local residents. 
Elyse Semerdjian
Memorial at Dayr al-Zur. Sometimes included in the Dayr al-Zur trip was the al-Busayra mass-grave site. The second stop was typically Margada, where the St Haroutioun chapel and monument are located. 21 The third stop, at the caves of Shaddadi, was ill-prepared for tourists and therefore less frequently made. The rst two sites are more formal memorials that include human bones encased in glass ossuaries commissioned by the Armenian Apostolic Church rather than by the state, while the Shaddadi station is informal to the extent that pilgrims must nd local residents to assist in locating the site. The order of the stops follows the path of Armenian victims who were forcibly marched on foot down the Euphrates river basin, gathered in Dayr al-Zur and then marched along the Khabur river and killed in stages along the way. The nal site on the journey, Shaddadi, is one of the nal resting sites where Armenians were gathered to be taken to caves in the desert and burned alive. 22 Using a combination of oral interviews and auto-ethnography, I will reconstruct these three stations of pilgrimage in and around Dayr al-Zur to document a ritual that has since halted and may not start up again for some time (Figure 2) .
The rst station of the pilgrimage -the since destroyed Armenian Genocide Memorial church in Dayr al-Zur -belonged to the Armenian Apostolic Church of Syria. Armenian pilgrimages to Dayr al-Zur were largely performed by Syrian and Lebanese Armenians and always began with a very long church service in the morning of 24 April, followed by some patriotic songs and optional roaming in the desert a erwards. As a result of annual pilgrimages conducted under the auspices of the Armenian prelate in Aleppo, a more formal museum and monument was planned for Dayr al-Zur. Ground was broken in the mid-1980s and a memorial designed by architect Sarkis Balmanoukian was completed by 1990. 23 The Armenian Martyrs church occupied the rst oor of the church, while the bottom oor was the location of a memorial made of beautifully gold-toned marble ( Figures 3, 4 and 5).
One respondent described her a ective response to the Armenian Genocide Memorial in these words:
I have extreme di culty crying. My body tenses up and prohibits me from releasing tears. Something about the design of the church. There is a safety to the expression of sadness in that church. I felt that I could cry there. There was an intimacy to it. A warmth to it in the way the church was designed. It wasn't one of those old churches where you feel intimidated by the presence of a God. Rather, I felt embraced and humbled by the memory of what that church contains. You know how the architecture of the church can awake di erent emotions and can make you feel small or grand, it made me feel connected and it made me think about all that this land had been witnessing. If we want to be able to recognise the pain that we are going through today, people who live on this land, we have to remember the pain that the land withstood before. 24 At the centre of the monument was a marble pillar lined with six gold-coloured traditional Armenian crosses (khatchars) that reached up through the lower oor to the main oor of the building. At the foot of the pillar were the remains of Armenian Genocide victims, their bones carefully laid out in a glass ossuary -the closest thing to a proper burial that these human remains have received since 1915. The remains on display in the memorial were collected by Harutyun Hovakimyan, featured in Figure 1 holding a skull in his hand. During that 1938 exhibition, his team gathered bones from the pit featured in the photograph. They also collected the remains of Armenian children from under the Dayr al-Zur bridge, and other bones at the Shaddadi and Margada sites. Hovakimyan packed the bones into three boxes which were later interred in the Dayr al-Zur Genocide Memorial ossuary in 1990. For the visitor meditating on the structure of the ossuary, earth and bone dislocated from their original contexts served as metonyms for both the nation and the body. The viewer was immediately thrown into dual mourning when viewing both material objects -marble pillar and ossuary -within a single monument. The ossuary held carefully arranged individual fractured bone that, while fragmented, cohered into a whole to be mourned -the nation destroyed. 25 Small vials of soil encircled the pillar, each labelled with the various points of origin -Ani, Aintab, Marash, Van -places from which Armenian victims were deported to meet their ultimate death in the desert. Both the earth and the human remains were hermetically sealed in glass, yet are suggestive of the ritual of sprinkling the dead with soil taken from the homeland to which the exiled bones originally belonged. In this sense, the memorial evoked religious and nationalist metonyms simultaneously to emphasise the twin pillars of Armenian identity. The second stop, Margada -about 70km north of Dayr al-Zur -is the site of a mass grave where an estimated 80,000-100,000 souls perished on the march between Margada and Shaddadi. 26 One could probably pass Margada, situated in a vast swath of unforgiving desert, without even noticing it. There is little settlement there, which ts the pattern of many mass-grave sites outside Dayr al-Zur. From the road, one sees a large mound of earth. What does not appear until a closer glance is that the earth is packed with human bones. In 1999, the same decade as the Dayr al-Zur memorial complex and church were completed, St Haroutioun chapel was built by the Armenian Apostolic Church to o er o cial recognition for those who perished at Margada. The red sandstone-walled structure contains a tiny one-chamber chapel that also serves as a monument, with a small triangular ossuary for the human bones that are displayed there. Not far from Margada, on the road to Hassaka, is the third pilgrimage station, Shaddadi, a small town of newer construction that sprung up around the oil industry. Hugging the Khabur river is the original village of Shaddadi. Armenian deportees from Aleppo were held for six months in Dayr al-Zur, where hundreds died daily of hunger and disease. In June 1916, approximately 200,000 Armenians were deported north of Dayr al-Zur to the killing elds where they were executed by Chechen irregulars. 27 On 15 July 1916, 18,000 Armenian women and children were marched into the desert, crossing the Zur bridge and arriving Shaddadi a few days later; there the survivors of the march were gathered on a mound next to the river. 28 The villagers remember how girls were gathered on the mound of Tel Shaddadi one night, and the district chief, knowing they were to be killed the next day, sheltered some of the girls in the homes of residents to save them. Those who remained were marched into the desert and burned alive at the cave where Armenian pilgrims now descend to bear witness at the site. 
Bone memory
In more ideal environments, memorials inject a 'politics of public a ect' into public space. 30 Yet, within the politically contested zone of the Euphrates river basin, a ect is generated within informal memorial sites by Armenian pilgrims and local Dayris who served as guides, interpreters, diggers and collectors of bone. These vernacular pilgrimages were immaterial micro-performances permitted by the authoritarian state. Before the war, these small political encroachments were certainly visible to the Syrian state; pilgrims repeatedly note how the secret police (mukhabarat) surrounded them on their visits, following them from site to site. But it is clear that the pilgrimages were deemed non-threatening by the state, because they were allowed to continue even as relations warmed between Syria and Turkey by 2005. One respondent compared his interactions with the Syrian secret police to 'the keystone cops' . A Syrian intelligence agent approached not to intimidate him during his visit to alBusayra, but to help guide his tour, telling him where more Armenian bones could be located. 31 Other respondents noted that the secret police were present but did not disturb the group, indicating that the trips appeared to be non-threatening to the authoritarian state. This is why, perhaps, focusing on Dayr al-Zur versus a more formally state-recognised space of Armenian Genocide memorial, such as the Tsitsernakaberd in Yerevan, where the 'the entire country turns out for a funeral that the victims never had' , makes for a more unique study of what I call bone memory -the informal ritual displays and interactions of Armenians with bone that work to produce communal memory in the mostly unmarked necrogeography of Dayr al-Zur.
32 Like the liminal region within which they are situated, these Armenian memorial displays are vernacular, everyday forms of political encroachment 33 that take place within an unmarked and contested terrain that lies largely outside the grasp of the state.
An important aspect of Armenian vernacular pilgrimage ritual is the digging up of bones from the earth. Widely practised by Armenians of the region, the ritual became more public when diasporan Armenian Peter Balakian documented the ritual when he took 60 Minutes to the sites described above. At one point the journalist remarked, 'The most ghoulish thing about the place is that the evidence is everywhere. ' The evidence is in the soil and in the memories of the local residents, of whom Balakian says, 'Look at this, we got kids who know this area picking up bones by the dozens. ' A few years earlier Balakian had described the act of bone collecting when he wrote: 'I put my hand in the dirt, grazing the ground, and came up with hard white pieces. ' He continues, "'Our ancestors are here, " I muttered. Then I began, without thinking, picking up handfuls of dirt, si ing out the bones and stu ng them in my pockets. I felt the porous, chalky, dirt-saturated, hard, intangible stu in my hands. A piece of hip socket, part of a skull. Nine decades later. ' 34 Filling his pockets with bones and dirt, the author describes placing them inside a Ziploc bag and stu ng them into his carry-on luggage to take back home.
Many 35 He invited a friend, journalist Amberin Zaman, to go, and when she accepted he said, 'I got my Turk!' Amberin describes Khatchig's decision to take a Turk on his rst visit to the site as 'Khatchig's dream': however, Khatchig frames it di erently, noting that 'I always had an issue with getting large groups of people to go to a site in the absence of any larger broader acknowledgement. It's important to make it part of a broader experience and that is why David was there. ' Here he referred to progressive Armenian activist and radio host David Barsamian, who joined the group. For Khatchig, going to Dayr al-Zur was a purely political act, to the extent that he objects to referring to the trip as a pilgrimage.
In the course of the visit, a priest helped to guide their tour and struck up a conversation in Turkish with Amberin. The fourth traveller in the group, Rania al-Masri, was shocked that the Armenian priest slipped into Turkish so easily. She asked him, 'How could you speak Turkish here? You could speak Turkish anywhere. How can you speak it here?' She continued, 'He said, I speak Turkish to her because I speak her language so that she can really understand because people empathise when you speak to them in the mother tongue. The strength of this man. I just wanted to kiss his hands. It still takes my breath away. ' 36 According to Amberin, she had asked the priest in Turkish, 'Have any Turks ever come here before?' The priest replied, 'No, you are the rst. ' This, for her, was a profoundly disturbing realisation. Others observed that she was visibly shaken by the realisation that not a single Turk had come before her.
During the course of the pilgrimage, Amberin recalled school children at the alBusayra site pressing bones into her hands and performing empathic excavations so as to witness to the crime along with the pilgrims. Bones are not incidental objects of fascination. They evoke both a ect and transcendence going back to early traditions of relics in which Armenians participated historically, most profoundly the collection of St Gregory the Illuminator's hand at the Holy Mother See at Etchmiadzin, Armenia. Karmen MacKendrick's analysis of relics and memory invites us to consider the ways that fragments of bone symbolise our own inevitable fragmentation, a vivid reminder of our eventual decomposition. They also serve as important objects invested with mnemonic powers, as sancti ed relics are 'where memory is understood as the reproduction of a clear narrative line, as if the relics were illustrations in a history textbook' . 37 The invocation of history at these sites through both formal and vernacular markers necessarily leads us to consider the collective memory embedded in the space as one where identity is constituted. Rather than locate The necrogeography of the Armenian Genocide
history as a temporally remote event, Jean-Luc Nancy considers it to be emotionally contained within the community:
History -if we can remove this word from its metaphysical, and therefore historical, determination -does not belong primarily to time, nor to succession, nor to causality, but to community, or to being-in-common. This is so because community itself is something historical. Which means that it is not substance, nor a subject; it is not a common being, which could be the goal or culmination of a progressive process. It is rather a being-in-common that only happens or that is happening, an event, more than a 'being. ' 38 Nancy's de nition of history is conveyed by Armenian pilgrims who enacted the collective memory of the Armenian Genocide alongside Armenians and Arab descendants of Armenians during their pilgrimages.One Armenian pilgrim, UKbased actress and writer Nouritza Matossian, made an impromptu trip to Dayr al-Zur with a group of Armenians from Damascus who sought to share the experience with her in 2001. A few years later, she made another trip, this time alone, to spend more time at the site and interact more with the local residents. 39 She recounts from her original trip that the car grew more quiet as they approached Dayr al-Zur.
When they stopped at a river to refresh themselves, they realised with a shock that it was a river that had once been lled with Armenian bodies during the Genocide. At the second station, St Haroutioun chapel at Margada, locals shared memories with Matossian, narrating how the atrocity had made an impact on the a ective landscape within which they lived. During the trip, she learned popular myths from the locals; for example, one woman informed her 'there is a plant, if you break the leaf, blood comes out' , while another told her, 'local people never eat sh from this river' . Locals shared collective memories of how the landscape looked during the Genocide, which in turn imprinted them into the consciousness of Armenian pilgrims. 40 Matossian admitted that, like many other pilgrims, she collected bones in Dayr al-Zur and took them with her when she le . When I asked her what she did with the bones and whether she kept them she answered, 'No, I buried the bones in Cyprus at the Armenian church. ' She found it unethical to take the bones as a souvenir of her pilgrimage. In her view, the bones needed to be laid to rest in sancti ed soil, 'they should be buried and treated with respect' . This is where Matossian's photograph of her souvenir box, purchased from the Dayr al-Zur Armenian Genocide Memorial gi shop, enters the story (Figure 6 ). The box contained several symbolic objects, all of them religious: a vial of soil to be scattered over the dead; two candles to be lit in prayer for the deceased; and a vial of incense to be burned at the 'grave' site. The ceremony box featured a wooden cross, inscribed in Armenian with the words 'Dayr al-Zur, April 24, 1915 ' , which resembles a miniature grave marker for the pilgrim to either use on site or carry home as a souvenir ( Figure 6 ). I asked Matossian to interpret the symbolism of the two ears of wheat included among the items. She suggested that the wheat represented the bread typically received along with communion wine. While the bread represents the breaking of bread with Christ and his disciples at the Last Supper, the bread is also guratively transformed into the body of Christ during communion and consumed by parishioners. The breaking of the bread metonymically seems to replicate not only the breaking of Christ's body on the cross but the symbolic breaking of the bodies of Armenian victims into pieces on the plains around Dayr al-Zur. Matossian remarked that she used the box in Cyprus to inter the bones in a space that she was familiar with, a space she thought of as safe: 'I thought it was important to lay the bones to rest with that little box. ' It occurred to me a er interviewing her that she had interred the bones on yet another di cult border, since Northern Cyprus was occupied by Turkey in 1974. The bones were taken from one contested border and interred on another.
There is something deeply unsettling about collecting human remains; the practice awakens so many ethical questions within us. Understandably, respondents sometimes grew uncomfortable when I asked them if they collected bones in Dayr al-Zur. Armenian respondents admitted to taking some bones, but o en provided di erent reasons for taking them. A recurring sentiment was that the bones were proof of a crime, evidence that needed to be preserved. Matossian sought to symbolically consecrate and inter the bones in a space that was home to her; she did not feel it was ethical or moral to hold on to them. When asked if he too collected bones, David Barsamian replied: 'I've got them at home. I didn't want to make a tamasha Balakian's response a rms that his collecting and displaying of bones has spiritual meaning for him. Through this spiritual linkage, the bones of Armenian Genocide victims become part of an ancient tradition of collecting fragments of dead saints, saints whose body fragments are displayed for a higher, more noble purpose. Just like the ossuaries in Dayr al-Zur and Margada, yet another ossuary commemorating the Armenian Genocide exists at the site of the Armenian Catholicos in Antelias, Lebanon. The displaying of bones appears to be ethically permissible to the highest spiritual authorities if the body is testifying to something of great import -the memory of a miracle or, in this case, the memory a great crime.
However, such open displays of bones are not universally adopted by Armenians. The ethical dilemma concerning the collection and display of Armenian bones is cleverly addressed by photographer and journalist Diana Markosian in a powerful photo published in Smithsonian Magazine. 42 In the course of her research, Markosian found an Armenian man in Providence, Rhode Island who had been collecting bones from Dayr al-Zur for some time and had about thirty bone fragments in his possession. The man shipped the bones in the mail to Markosian for her to photograph, but her artistic choice resisted the dominant mode of bone display. She chose to photograph the box unopened in her photo essay (Figure 7 ). When I asked her about her choice not to display the bones in her photograph, she explained, 'The box felt sacred to me. I didn't want to open it. I also didn't feel like I had the authority to open it -so I photographed it as an artefact rather than an object. ' 43 Markosian's photograph of a cardboard box works as critical commentary on the display of Armenian bones found in historic essays, poems and photographs. She reminds us of the sacred power of bones that serves to bookend our discussion. Bones serve a mnemonic function in MacKendrick's textbook metaphor, whereby memory is both conjured and placed within a speci c historical narrative. This is where the Armenians come into play, for the relics are not those of saints in the classical sense, whose dismembered parts are permitted to be collected and displayed in the context of devotion. In the case of Armenian pilgrims, ancestors are dug up and collected to serve another sacred purpose as bone memory. The bones simultaneously serve as a metonym for a lost community scattered in the Syrian desert. Therefore, it is not only through pilgrimage and ritual performances that Armenian identity is enacted in the a ective space of Dayr al-Zur. Material bones together with humans enact the memory of a lost community. MacKendrick writes, 'Fragmentation evokes wholeness, ' because bones in fragments are able, through their anonymity, to conjure the collective memory of community. rituals o er us a way to think about the history that lies beneath the a ective landscape of Dayr al-Zur. Yet, the bones of Armenians scattered in the Syrian desert are hardly a display. The abandonment of bones in the landscape can inspire us to think of the ethical implications of the largely unmarked space where hundreds of thousands perished. Thinking about century-old Armenian bones in the desert should not detract from reports of mass graves of ISIS victims recently discovered in Dayr al-Zur. 45 If so few remember the Armenians today, even fewer will remember Sunni Muslim victims in Dayr al-Zur -Arab tribesmen who resisted the repugnant black ag. Ironically, many Arabs of the desert are the descendants of intermarriage between local Arabs and Armenian women genocide survivors who were marched into the desert.
What should be remembered at Dayr al-Zur at the war's end? I posed this question to Peter Balakian, who replied, 'It would be important for the Armenian monuments to be remade. This is a historical ground with large ethical signi cance for the world -not just for Armenians. A small part of Dayr al-Zur could become a kind of Peace Park -if there were the right kind of leadership involved, and a place where human rights atrocities are reckoned with. Historical memory in public spheres matters to all nations, and as the largest grave yard of the Armenian Genocide, Dayr al-Zur is a tragic and morally important place and space. ' 46 Within the intertwined histories embedded in the desert surface, Christian and Muslim bones are now comingled, prompting one to imagine, as Balakian suggests, a shared memorial on the site at war's end. 
